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Abstract.
This article continues our studying the problem of uniﬁcation in multi-
agent logics. Based on the approach to the uniﬁcational problem through
the projective formulas proposed by V. Rybakov and S. Ghilardi, in this
paper we consider some linear discrete temporal logics with the agent
relations. We proved the projectivity of any uniﬁable formula in these
logics and gave an algorithm for construction the most general uniﬁer.
Keywords: uniﬁcation, modal temporal logic, passive inference rules,
multi-agent relations.
1. Introduction
Uniﬁcation problems is a popular area in mathematical logic and computer
science (cf. for an example [1, 2]). Basic uniﬁcation problem can be viewed as:
whether the formula can be converted into a theorem after replacing the variables.
Following closely to the technique from [3], in the papers [4,5] we found a criterions
of non-uniﬁability for formulas in the linear temporal logics of knowledge with
multi-modal relations: over the natural numbers (LT K) and over the integers with
alternative relations (LFPK) and construct a basis for inference rules passive in
these logics.
Uniﬁcation problem in intuitionistic logic and in propositional modal logics over
K4 investigated by S. Ghilardi (cf. e.g. [68]) via ideas borrowed from projective
algebra and technology based on projective formulas. He solved the problem of
constructing the ﬁnite complete sets of uniﬁers for a number of considered logics
and found eﬃcient algorithms constructing complete sets of uniﬁers. Such approach
proved to be useful and eﬀective in dealing with the admissibility and the basis of
admissible rules (cf. Jerabek [9, 10], Iemhoﬀ, Metcalfe [11, 12]): the existence of
computable ﬁnite sets of uniﬁers directly implies the solution of the admissibility
problem.
Linear temporal logic LFPL over the integer numbers can be viewed as a linear
discrete temporal logic (LDT L, Rybakov [13]), as a particular case of modal logic
with linear alternative relations (K. Segerberg [14]) or multi-modal logic (Gabbay
et al., [15]). Generally, linear temporal logic models the steps of computational
processes and can be eﬀectively used in applications to systems speciﬁcation,
veriﬁcation [16] and model checking [17].
Solution for admissibility problem for rules in the LT L (logic over the natural
numbers) was proposed by Rybakov [18], basis of admissible rules in LT L was
found by Babenyshev and Rybakov in [19] (without the operator Until. cf. [20]).
Solution of the uniﬁcation problem for LT L has also been found by Rybakov [21,22].
Particularly, in [21] it is proved that not all uniﬁed in LT L formula are projective;
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in [22] the projectivity of any uniﬁed formula for the fragment LT LU was proved.
Last idea, for the such good fragment of LT L, getting only with the operator Until,
was motivated by the similar result from [23], where it was shown that any formula
uniﬁable in the linear modal logic S4.3 is projective.
Based on the approach and technique proposed in [22], in this paper we consider
some linear temporal logics over the integer numbers with the agent relations, for
the case with future and past. Here we prove that any formula uniﬁable in these
logics is projective, and hence give an algorithm for construction the most general
uniﬁer for any uniﬁable formula.
2. Semantic deffinitions
We start from notation and basic deﬁnitions. Technically we will be based at
the technique from [22] for the temporal logic LT LU (without the agent relations).
For the necessary deﬁnitions, notations and semantic for the logic LFPK, we refer
reader to [5] (cf. also [20] for the case with no agents).
The alphabet of the language LLFPK includes a countable set of propositional
variables P := {p1, . . . , pn, . . . }, brackets (, ) default Boolean logical operations
and a variety of unary modal operators {F ,P ,1, . . . ,n}. As we can see, the
language of the LFPK extends the language of LDT L [20] only by the modal
operators 1, . . . ,n.
Logical operations ♦F , ♦P , ♦i are deﬁned by means of logical operations F ,
P , i in the ordinary way: ♦F = ¬F¬, ♦P = ¬P¬, ♦i = ¬i¬.
The meaning of described modal operations are deﬁned as follows. PA: A is
true at all previous and at the current time point; FA: A is true at the given
time point and will be true at all future ones. iA means that A is true at all
informational states which available to the agent i.
Semantically, our logic is deﬁned on the Kripke frames and models of linear and
discrete stream of the computational process, in which each point in time (world)
is associated with a integer number n ∈ Z.
Deﬁnition 1. LFPK-frame is a temporal (n+ 2)-modal Kripke-frame
T = 〈ZT , RF , RP , R1, . . . , Rn〉,
where RP = R
−1
F and:
a. ZT is the disjoint union of clusters of agents C
t, t ∈ Z, and Ct1 ⋂Ct2 = ∅
if t1 6= t2.
b. ∀t1, t2 ∈ Z, if t1 ≤ t2 then ∀a ∈ Ct1 ,∀b ∈ Ct2 (aRF b) and (bRPa).
None other relations via RP and RF are allowed.
c. R1, . . . , Rn are some equivalence relations in each separate cluster C
t.
We refer to any such frame as to LFPK-frame.
Frames of this class model situations in which each agent has some information
in the current temporary state Ct. Any temporary state Ct consists of a set of
information points available at t. The relations RF and RP are time connections on
a linear stream of information points, wherein for two points w and z term wRF z
means that either w and z are available at the time t, or z will be available in future
in subsequent time for w. Conversely, term wRP z means that either w and z are
also available at the same time t, or z was available at previous time w.r.t. w. Each
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relation Ri, i = 1, . . . , n, reﬂects the information points available to a particular
agent i in the current time state.
Deﬁnition 2. Model MT on a LFPK-frame T is a tuple MT = 〈T, V 〉, where V
is a valuation of a set of propositional letters p ∈ P on T , i.e ∀p ∈ P [V (p) ⊆ ZT ].
Given a model MT = 〈T, V 〉, where T is a LFPK-frame ZT . Then ∀w ∈ ZT :
a. 〈T,w〉 V p⇔ w ∈ V (p);
b. 〈T,w〉 V Fφ⇔ ∀z ∈ ZT (wRF z ⇒ 〈T, z〉 V φ);
c. 〈T,w〉 V Pφ⇔ ∀z ∈ ZT (wRP z ⇒ 〈T, z〉 V φ);
d. ∀i ∈ I, 〈T,w〉 V iφ⇔ ∀z ∈ ZT (wRiz ⇒ 〈T, z〉 V φ);
e. 〈T,w〉 V φ ∨ ψ ⇔ [(〈T,w〉 V φ) ∨ (〈T,w〉 V ψ)];
f. 〈T,w〉 V φ ∧ ψ ⇔ [(〈T,w〉 V φ) ∧ (〈T,w〉 V ψ)];
g. 〈T,w〉 V φ→ ψ ⇔ [(〈T,w〉 V ψ) ∨ ¬ (〈T,w〉 V φ)];
h. 〈T,w〉 V ¬φ ⇔ [¬ (〈T,w〉 V φ)].
Deﬁnition 3. Temporal Linear Future/Past logic of agents knowledge LFPK is
the set of all LFPK formulas valid (true) on all LFPK-frames:
LFPK := {A ∈ Fma(LLFPK) | ∀T, where T is an LFPK-frame, (T  A)}.
The language of the logic LFPKU+U− extends the language of LFPK by the binary
operations U+ and U−, until operations for future and past.
Deﬁnition 4. To recall action of until logical operations: given a model MT =
〈T, V 〉, where T is a LFPK-frame ZT . Then ∀w ∈ ZT :
(i) 〈T,w〉 V αU+ β ⇔ ∃j(wRF j)
[
〈T, j〉 V β &∀k :
(
wRF k&¬(jRF k) ⇒
〈T, k〉 V α
)]
;
(ii) 〈T,w〉 V αU− β ⇔ ∃j(wRP j)
[
〈T, j〉 V β & ∀k :
(
wRP k&¬(jRP k) ⇒
〈T, k〉 V α
)]
.
Deﬁnition 5. Temporal Linear Future/Past logic of agents knowledge LFPKU+U−
is the set of all LFPK
U+
U− formulas valid (true) on all LFPK-frames:
LFPKU+U− := {A ∈ Fma(L
LFPK
U+
U− ) | ∀T, where T is an LFPK-frame, (T  A)}.
The logic LFPKU+,NU−,P is also the kind of LFPK with additional binary operations
U+ U−, as earlier, and a pair of unary operators N and P . The formula N φ has
meaning: φ holds in the next time point; P φ means: φ holds on the previous time
point.
Deﬁnition 6. To recall action of next and previous logical operations: given a
model MT = 〈T, V 〉, where T is a LFPK-frame ZT . Then ∀w ∈ ZT :
(1) 〈T,w〉 V N α⇔ ∀z ∈ ZT (w ∈ Ci&z ∈ Ci+1)⇒ 〈T, z〉 V α);
(2) 〈T,w〉 V P α⇔ ∀z ∈ ZT (w ∈ Ci&z ∈ Ci−1)⇒ 〈T, z〉 V α).
Deﬁnition 7. Temporal Linear Future/Past logic of agents knowledge LFPKU+,NU−,P
is the set of all LFPK
U+,N
U−,P formulas valid (true) on all LFPK-frames:
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LFPKU+,NU−,P := {A ∈ Fma(L
LFPK
U+,N
U−,P ) | ∀T, where T is an LFPK-frame(T  A)}.
3. Main results
In this part of the article, we use the notation L for all considered above logics.
Let ForL is a set of all formulas in the language of L,
P ⊆ ForL is a set of letters. A substitution for P is a mapping  of P into ForL. For
any such substitution  we may extend it for formulas as follows: (φ(x1, . . . , xn)) :=
φ((x1), . . . , (xn)).
Deﬁnition 8. A formula φ is uniﬁable in L if there is exist a substitution  (named
uniﬁer), s.t. (φ) ∈ L.
Deﬁnition 9. A uniﬁer  for φ in L is more general than an uniﬁer 1 iﬀ there
exists a substitution 2, s.t. for any letter x: [1(x) ≡ 2((x))] ∈ L.
Deﬁnition 10. A set of uniﬁers CU for a given formula φ in L is a complete set
of uniﬁers, if for any uniﬁer σ for φ in L there is an uniﬁer σ1 from CU , where
σ1 is more general than σ.
Deﬁnition 11. A formula φ is called projective in a logic L, if the following
holds. There is a substitution σ (projective substitution) such that FPφ→ [xi ≡
σ(xi)] ∈ L for any letter xi from φ, and σ is a uniﬁer for φ.
Lemma 1. If a substitution σp is projective for a formula φ in a logic L, then {σp}
is a complete set of uniﬁers for φ (i.e. σp is most general uniﬁer for φ).
Proof. Indeed, let σ be a uniﬁer for φ in L. Since we assume that σp is projective
for φ in L, we have FPφ → [xi ≡ σp(xi)] ∈ L for any letter xi from φ. Acting
by σ on the formula above we get σ(FPφ) → [σ(xi) ≡ σ(σp(xi))] ∈ L, that is
[σ(xi) ≡ σ(σp(xi))] ∈ L. 
We now prove the main result of this part of the article for the logic LFPK.
Theorem 1. Any formula uniﬁable in LFPK is projective.
Proof. For veriﬁcation the uniﬁability of any given formula it is enough to consider
all possible replacements all it's letters with >, ⊥, and we will get a uniﬁer for
this formula if one exists. So we need to check uniﬁability in LFPK only by such
possible ground uniﬁers.
Take any uniﬁable formula φ(x1, . . . , xn) in LFPK, and let substitution σ1,
where σ1(xi) := gi, be a ground uniﬁer for φ(x1, . . . , xn) : (gi ∈ {>,⊥}) and
φ(σ1(x1), . . . , σ1(xn)) ∈ LFPK.
Due to uniﬁability of φ in LFPK by the assumption of the proof, φ is true on
the model M0 := 〈F (1), V 〉, where F (1) is a single world frame, with a special
valuation V (because there is a certain ground uniﬁer with {>,⊥}). It is useful to
note here that, despite of the single-world structure of this frame, agents relations
set here may be set up by the deﬁnition. We deﬁne formulas T (xi) as follows: if
V (xi) = , we set T (xi) := ⊥, otherwise T (xi) := >. For any letter xi from φ we
deﬁne the following substitution:
σ(xi) :=
(
FPφ(x1, . . . , xn) ∧ xi
)
∨
(
¬FPφ(x1, . . . , xn) ∧ T (xi)
)
.
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The substitution σ is projective for φ because of the ﬁrst disjunct from σ(xi).
Indeed, it is clear that FPφ → [xi ≡ σ(xi)] ∈ LFPK for any letter xi from φ.
Now lets show that the substitution σ is a uniﬁer for φ. To check it, we take an
arbitrary model M1 for LFPK and to ﬁx an element w1 with the valuation V1 for
all letters from φ.
If w1 V1 FPφ, then everywhere on the frame holds φ, hence, the second
disjunct of σ(xi) is always disproved in this model. Therefore the truth values for
xi w.r.t. V1 are always the same as for σ(xi) w.t.r. V1. In this case, we immediately
have w1 V1 σ(φ).
If w1 1V1 FPφ, then somewhere on the frame holds ¬φ. Then for any world w
of the model M1, (M1, w) V1 ¬FPφ(x1, . . . , xn). Therefore by our deﬁnition of
the formula σ(xi) above, the truth values of all formulas σ(xi) w.r.t. V1 everywhere
in M1 are the same as for the formula T (xi) w.r.t. V in the model M0. Therefore
w1 V1 σ(φ).

Theorem 2. Any formula uniﬁable in LFPKU+U− is projective.
Proof. The proof scheme of this statement corresponds exactly to the proof of
Theorem 1 above. 
Theorem 3. Any formula uniﬁable in LFPKU+,NU−,P is projective.
Proof. Reasoning are analogous to the proofs of the Theorem 1 and 2. 
Based at the proof of every of the theorems 13 and the Lemma 1 the substitution
σ gives a construction of a most general uniﬁer for any formula φ uniﬁable in
corresponding logic: it's enough just write out the formulas σ(xi). This, as we
noticed earlier, also gives positive solution to the open problem of recognizing rules
admissible for every L.
Of course, not for any modal logic such fact is true. For example, as shown in [24]
for LT L with the relations Until and Next this statement is disproved:
Example 1. (see. eg. [21]). The formula φ = (x ∨ (¬x ∧Nx)) is uniﬁable in
LT L, but not projective.
Proof. Substitution x 7→ > is an obvious uniﬁer for φ. Suppose now, that φ is
projective and pi is a corresponding projective uniﬁer. Consider the runNV (starting
from 0: |NV | := {0, 1, 2, . . . }).
Since (Nv, 1) V φ, then (Nv, 1) V x ↔ pi(x). Therefore, notwithstanding
either (Nv, 0) V pi(x) or (Nv, 0) V ¬pi(x), we have (Nv, 0) V ¬pi(x) and, at
the same time, (Nv, 0) V ¬Npi(x). Thus, (Nv, 0) V ¬pi(φ), hence pi cannot be
an φ-uniﬁer, a contradiction. 
At the same time, for a certain ¾good¿ fragment of this logic  LT LU  only
with the operator Until in [22] proved otherwise.
Such kind of problem associated, in particular, with the absence of the inverse
temporal operations for ,♦ in LT L. That's why in our considering cases, such
problem doesn't arise.
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Shown results give us algorithms for eﬀective construction of a most general
uniﬁer for any formula φ uniﬁable in considered logics (it's enough just write out
the formulas σ(xi)) and complete sets of uniﬁer . This, as we noted above, also
gives positive solution to the problem of admissibility of inference rules.
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